
Proof of Funds 3-Minute VSL to DealMakers

Target Audience

“Bruce”, just got off the guru bus tour, busted all his contacts for proof of funds and is now
desperate, sees Jinean on FB, and she has what he needs

Media

Headshot Video

Overarching Objectives

NA

Specific Objective

Pick your payment plan and start immediately

CTA

Click the Orange Button [or whatever triggers the application page to appear] on this page to get
started today

Topic

The benefits of using DealMaker POF’s 24/7 and how to get started

Outline

Here’s what I’ve got for you

● $77 gets you instant POF 24/7
● As many as you need
● On a national level - anywhere

○ Unlike some POF providers limit you geographically
● LOI vs JV Deal

Now you can do deals the easy way

● Get your offers accepted because you can show you have liquid funds
● No more begging for a POF from friends and strangers
● Cover your payment in six months

Proof it works - Doug Lyon
● Was on the Armando bus tour
● Became a builder
● First year flipped 50 houses
● Became a developer second year



● Then became a guru to would-be developers

If you don’t do this now, what are you going to do?

Here’s what you need to do next

Headline/Subject Line

The easy way to get all the POF’s you need to get your deals accepted

Body

Hi, I’m Jinean Florom with “Find Proof of Funds”, thanks for visiting.

Here at “Find Proof of Funds” we help property fix and flip specialists, rehabbers and landlords
easily get all the proof of funds they need, 24/7, anywhere in the U.S.

With our unique service, they get their deals accepted quickly, safely and without the usual
hassle of trying to drum up enough proof of funds to make all the offers you need to make to get
the best deals in whatever market you’re working in.

We often get asked questions like how much does it cost to get proof of funds, are they any
areas that are “off limits”, how many different ones can you get and can you get a letter of intent
without having to put together a JV deal to get one…

What questions do you have?

If you’re frustrated with hitting up the people you know who have money for proof of funds
letters when you don’t have a proven track record to show them…

If you’re trying to submit ten, twenty-five or even fifty or more offers every week and the only
thing holding you back is easy access to a simple proof of funds letter so you can start doing
some serious deals…

Then our Proof of Funds DealMaker Access may be just right for you.

As it has been for so many of our members

Doug Lyon, for instance…

You see, Doug started from scratch - didn’t have two dimes to rub together after investing all his
savings with one of those big time real estate gurus you’ve probably heard of…



Anyway, with our proof of funds service in his tool kit, Doug was flipping a deal every week his
very first year.

He did so well in his first year, he started buying and building lots and in his second year
became a professional developer.

By his third year he started a very lucrative part-time consulting and coaching business helping
other fix and flip specialists become builders and developers.

And now you have access to the very same program Doug had to get all the proof of funds
letters you need to make as many as fifty or more offers every week so you can start banking
serious profits in your real estate business.

Now what would a service like that be worth to you in your business?

If you’re making anywhere between twenty five hundred to twenty five thousand or more flipping
properties, and doing a deal every week as Doug was, I’m sure you’ll agree it could easily be
worth at least a thousand dollars or more per month.

Fortunately, because we believe anyone serious about their real estate business should have
access to proof of funds letters when and where they need them, you won’t have to pay a
thousand dollars or more, even though it would be worth it.

No, we want to make this available to everyone, even if you’re just beginning…

So it’s not a thousand dollars a month…

In fact, it’s not even a hundred dollars a month…

At just $77 a month, I’m sure you’ll agree it’s more than a fair deal for the beginning or
experienced fix and flip specialist, property rehabber or landlord.

All the proof of funds letters you need are just minutes away...

Just click the button on this page to get started…

And I’ll look forward to hearing your success story!
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